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INT. DRY GOODS STORE - FRONT

Dusty light fights its way in through slats high above. The

edges of the room are cluttered with pillars of miscellanea:

almanacs and bird cages, dinglehoppers, exotic foodstuffs

and glass humonculi, instruments, jewels, kites and

lacquered masks, nightgowns, ottomans, patchwork quilts,

racquets, stuffed trunks, umbrellas and vases, whatever you

need.

The CREW poke their way into the shop. A small SHOPKEEP in

gaudy clothes emerges from the stacks and approaches ANNIE

(early 40s, torchlight).

SHOPKEEP

Salutations and good evening. What

is it you seek?

ANNIE

Sundries, supplies... information.

SHOPKEEP

But of course! All of which I

carry, at varying expense.

ANNIE

I’m looking for someone. I believe

she’s in the bazaar, but I don’t

know where.

SHOPKEEP

Fear not, Madame, for the mystic

Kai-Den knows all! What was what

is, and what will be. Come, step in

to her sanctum.

He pulls back a THICK CURTAIN, ushering us in to--

INT. DRY GOODS STORE - FORTUNE TELLER’S ROOM

The Shopkeep allows the CREW through a BEADED CURTAIN then

bows out. He lets it fall before him, closing them in a

circle of rich fabrics. Inside, there are a few pieces of

furniture, including a table with a circle of cushions

around it.

CANDLES in the room suddenly flare up and then dim.

PHOEBE

Wow!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ANNIE

Incense and flash powder. Keep your

eyes on whatever stays in the dark.

That’s most like to burn you.

A BOOMING VOICE hushes her:

FORTUNE TELLER (O.C.)

Who comes to seek the wisdom of the

Great and Powerful Kai-Den?

Safeguard of Secrets, Protector of

the Truth, and Ambassador to the

Great Beyond!

Something BUFFETS the curtains, trying to find the gap.

FORTUNE TELLER (O.C.)

Douse it all to salt, where’s the--

Finally, an elaborately-dressed FORTUNE TELLER throws open

the curtains. She wears a bejewled patch over one eye and

long, flowing silks with many bangles. This is RISA (70 is

she’s a day, hooded lantern), he hair is matte grey and

wrinkles furrow her face.

She lands her drunken stumbling with a ten-cent flourish.

ANNIE

Those are some lofty honorifics

you’ve given yourself.

Risa looks over and spots Annie. Something hardens in her.

ANNIE

Course, I’d think pretty highly of

myself, too, if I could convince

people to give me their money for a

crock of frilly words.

Risa recovers and casually turns her back to Annie, busying

herself by fixing a drink from an ornate sideboard.

RISA

Annabelle. I thought you said the

stars would fall from the sky

before you came back here. Did I

sleep through another armageddon?

ANNIE

If only. You’re carrying something

that belongs to me, I’ve merely

come to claim it.

(CONTINUED)
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RISA

You already have my ship, what more

do you want?

ANNIE

The map.

RISA

The map is your inheritance,

which means it’s not yours while

I’m still treading water. Besides,

you know full well it’s useless

without the key.

ANNIE

I have the key.

Risa finishes pouring the putrid contents of a bottle into a

glass. Her face is placid, but something’s kindled below the

surface of her eyes, she rounds back to Annie.

RISA

Do you now? Fancy that. Find it

lying about at some estate sale,

did you?

ANNIE

I didn’t. She did.

Annie steps aside to reveal Phoebe, who stands behind,

trying to decipher the tension.

Risa leaves the filled glass untouched and takes a swig from

the bottle.

RISA

Thought the old crew looked a bit

crowded. (to Apple) It’s good to

see you, Irwin.

Apple nods at Risa.

APPLE

Cap’n. Er, I mean, Risa...ma’am.

He offers Annie a silent apology. Risa rounds on JASON

(teens, sunshine).

RISA

You’ve gotten tall, lad. But still

seems to me you’re a far cry from a

beard any time soon.

Jason says nothing, just stares at the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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RISA

Got your mother’s hips, though.

She pats his bottom as she passes. He hardly moves. Then she

rounds on PHOEBE (teens, candlelight).

RISA

And who might you be?

PHOEBE

My name is Phoebe.

RISA

Hmmm.

Suddenly she plunges a hand into Phoebe’s shirt and rummages

for a moment. Phoebe’s eyes go wide with shock. Then Risa

pulls out the medallion. She inspects it closely, running a

thumb over the facade. Then looks hard at Phoebe, then back

at it, musing, piecing something together. At last she lets

it go, Phoebe reflexively brings a hand to her chest.

RISA

(whispered)

You’ll never find morning staring

at the horizon. (then, aloud) I

don’t have what ’tis you’ve come

for.

ANNIE

I know that’s not true.

RISA

Times have changed since you and I

last chased lights together,

Annabelle. The world’s being tagged

and charted. Soon all the mysteries

on the map will be indexed and

numbered. Makes it difficult for

honest crooks like me to make our

way. I had to hock it.

ANNIE

You sold it?! When? To whom?

RISA

Ages ago. Ugly fella. Eh, maybe he

was handsome. It’s all in the eye

of the beholder, ain’t it?

She smiles wide, winking for all we know. Annie bristles.

Phoebe leans in to ask Jason something but he shushes her.

(CONTINUED)
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RISA

Sorry, dumpling. You’ll have to

ferret it out someplace else.

Risa pulls back the curtain she came from.

RISA

Be sure to come visit your old Mom

again soon, would you? I always

enjoy our little visits.

She lets the curtain fall. Annie stares a moment, then spins

round and leads the crew out the way they came. Annie’s

expression is a firefight.

ANNIE

Come on.

INT. DRY GOODS STORE - BACK ROOM

Risa slides off the bangles and shawls of the fortune

teller, revealing practical work wear underneath. The room

is sparsely furnished with a dingy cot, a trunk at its base.

A broken looking glass leans against the wall on the end

table next to a picture of a YOUNGER RISA holding a SMILING

GIRL pulling at her earring. Risa pulls open a drawer and

picks up a golden circle, with etchings similar in style to

the medallion. She clicks it open, revealing a complicated

interior.

The top half has a chart of STAR POSITIONS and the lower a

MAP OF THE WORLD.

She looks at the photograph and snaps the map shut. She

tears through the curtains back to--

INT. DRY GOODS STORE - FORTUNE TELLER’S ROOM

RISA

Annie, wait.

But Annie’s no longer there. Neither is the Shopkeep.

Instead, she stands face-to-face with a bedraggled

FISHERMAN, his face drowned in rags.

RISA

Sorry, we’re closed.

(CONTINUED)
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FISHERMAN

What art thou to those that parted?

Stranger? Kin?

RISA

Ghost. You?

FISHERMAN

Sayest wither they were going?

RISA

Can’t say "wither" or not they did.

He produces a coin purse and tosses it to Risa, who catches

it and spills a few into her palm.

FISHERMAN

Art thou certain?

Risa pockets the purse.

RISA

Sorry I can’t be of more help.

FISHERMAN

Then I shall require the return of

those monies.

Risa pats her clothes, never taking her eyes off the

stranger.

RISA

Seems I’ve misplaced ’em.

The Fisherman pushes aside part of his coat and reveals the

hilt of a wicked cutlass.

FISHERMAN

I issue one warning, I mean no

quarrel. Wither went my quarry?

Risa brushes aside her coat to reveal the handle of her own

blade. She gives a little shrug.

RISA

Search me.

With quicksilver speed the Fisherman brings his sword across

Risa’s chest, but she draws her own south paw and deflects

it. She kicks him into the sideboard.



7.

She tears a curtain down around him and shoves him into the

table, which upends and knocks over a candlestick. The

curtains catch fire. Risa turns and makes a break for the

entryway, but The Fisherman’s freed himself and tackles her

into--

INT. DRY GOODS STORE - FRONT

They tumble into a stack of merchandise, knocking it over,

shattering priceless inventory. Risa surfaces and hurls

miscellaneous jetsam at her attacker, he dodges them easily.

Smoke billows out of the backroom.

She takes off toward the front door, but he dives and grabs

her legs, knocking her on her face. The map goes skidding

across the floor. He sees it and seems to forget Risa is

even there, stopping to pick it up.

Risa spins and sweeps his legs out from under him, but he

holds tight to the map. He rolls backward into standing and

scoops up his sword as she does. She rises.

RISA

Look, Archie, you won’t be the

first fancy-talking man I’ve stuck

full o’ holes. Hand that back,

before things start to get messy.

He lunges, she pivots around him and attacks. Risa fights

dirty, throwing objects and using the environment. The

Fisherman fights with preternatural finesse and deals blows

with more purchase. Orange flames lick the room, bringing

the shop down around them as they fight. The Fisherman is

cut off from Risa and the door by a falling beam, and she

escapes, though he maintains possession of the map.


